Nordson BetterBoard systems provide you with a solution to consistently, repeatedly produce high-quality corrugated boxes.

**The Nordson corrugated solutions deliver Total Flexibility via:**
- Contact or non-contact application
- Top-down or bottom-up gluing
- Drive- or operator-side mounting
- Adhesive volume verification
- Systems for retrofits or new machines

**Benefits for your process:**
- Reduced customer complaints
- Less waste
- Fewer machine/production stops
- Adhesive savings

**Total Flexibility for virtually any manufacturing situation so you can produce the BEST quality corrugated box.**
Nordson BetterBoard solutions offer you:
- One bracket for all your machine solutions:
  - easy handling
  - fast changeover from top-down to bottom-up gluing
  - use with both contact and non-contact applications
- LogiComm®, a single touch-screen operated system for pattern control and verification
- Piston pump with patented pressure regulation for constant adhesive delivery

Nordson BetterBoard solutions will generate different benefits:

Nordson Non-Contact
- Less waste
- Improved squaring, no skewing
- Greater savings
- Bottom-up gluing is standard

Nordson Contact
- Same adhesive can be used as with wheel
- Quick-change pattern plates for different adhesive patterns
- Adhesive savings

Proven track record
Nordson corrugated solutions are successfully installed on numerous production lines of valued customers around the world.

Please contact your local Nordson sales representative to discuss how Nordson can help you improve overall quality of your corrugated application.